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o
Minutes of the l5rh meeting of the Technical Advisory - Cum - Monitoring Committee TAMC) under

A-TtlFS held on 02.01.2020 at 11.00 am.

l5'h meeting ofthe TAMC on Amended Technology Upgradation Funds Scheme (ATUFS) was held under

the Chairmanship of Shri Moloy Chandan Chakabortty, Textile Commissioner on 02.01.2020 at I 1 .00 am

in the Conference Hall of the Office of the Textile Commissioner, Mumbai. The list of participants is

enclosed at Annexure.I.

At the outset, the Textile Commissioner welcomed all the participants and asked Shri S P Verm4 Joint
TxC (T) to present the agenda for discussion before the Committee in the absence of Deputy Director
General. The agenda-wise decisions of TAMC are as follows;

Asenda No.l: Confirmation of the minutes of the 14th TAMC meeting held on 25,09.2019

Minutes of the 14e meeting of TAMC held on 25.09.2019 were circulated to alt. As no

comments/suggestions were received from the members of TAMC, the minutes are treated as

confirmed.

Agenda No.2: Revierv of Progress ofTUFS

a. Fund allocation and Expenditure under TUFS in 2019-20 (as on 31,12.2019):

Rs. in Crore
Sr.

No.

Schenre Allocation Claim sent to MoT Fund Released

I MTUFS

700.00

0.00* 0.00 *

2 R'I'I ]FS 0.00* 0.00 *

J RRTUFS 8.67 * 8.67*

I ATUFS 109.89 88.64

) MMS 49.39 14.86

167 .95 112.17TOTAL

+As per decision of the 3'd IMSC held oi 27102/2019, claims under previous TUFS (except MMS) are to

be processed based on physical verification.

b. ATUFS (position as on 26.12.2019):

The total subsidy cap available - Rs. 5151 Crore

UIDs are being auto generated w.e.f. 9'h August 2019. As on 26.12.2019, 9498 UlDs with subsidy

amounting to Rs 2847.19 crs have been issued which includes 2499 auto generated UIDs.

The Committee, while taking note ofthe progress made in the last quarter, emphasized that further
impetus was required to ensure budget utilization in the current frnancial year,

Aqenda No.03: Rati$ing list of machinery manufacturers/authorized agents recommended by

Internal Technical Committee.

Intemal Technical Committee (lTC) in its meetings held on 29.1 I .2019 and 01.01 .2020 has recommended

enlistment of 55 (26+29) machinery manufacturers/ authorised agents. The list is placed at Annexure-ll

and III for ratification of TAMC.
The ITC has f'urther observed that for one case (M/s. H.Stoll AG & Co KG, Germany) clarification would

be required fiom TAMC as to whether the unit can be enlisted as a subsidiary. During discussions, it was

brought into the knowledge of the members that Stoll India is importing the machines from its parent

company viz. M/s. H.Stoll AG & Co KG, Germany and selling under their invoice from SEZ situated in
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India. However they are not a subsidiary unit of M/s H.Stoll AG & Co KC, Germany as claimed by the

company, as there is no manufacturing activity carried out in India. Instead they seem to be acting as an

agent for M/s H.Stoll AG & Co KG, Germany.

Decision of TAMC:
The Committee ratified inclusion of 55 Machinery manufactures / Authorised Agents enclosed at
Annexure-Il and III.
The Committee recommended that matter related to enlistment of Stoll India may be decided in
consultation with DGFT regarding selling of machines through SEZ.

Aqenda ooint No.04: Retrospective eligibility of machines ratified for inclusion by TAMC

Exercising the above provisions, several machines have been included in the list of benchmarked

machinery over the course of implementing ATUFS. It was informed to the members that the practice in
such cases was to consider the machine eligible from the date of decision taken by TAMC/ issue of
circular.

In a case pertaining to weft straightener (one of the machines thus included), it was reported to the

Committee that said machine was purchased prior to date of circular. In this regard, the industry

representatives requested for considering eligibility in such cases from the date ofintroduction ofATUFS.
It was further clarified to the members that in case of decision for inclusion of new technology under the

scheme, then its eligibility may be considered either from the date of decision/ from the date of application
or representation received / from 1'r April ofeach financial year. Wherever, the matter brought for decision

before the Committee for clarification then the eligibility would be same as was decided earlier by the

Committee.

ln another case. involving retrospective eligibility of standalone electronic Jacquard for conventional

looms (shuttle looms) which was included in the list of eligible machinery by TAMC in its 10'1' and ll'r'
meeting held on 04.05.201 8 and 16.05.201 8 and subsequently notified vide circular dated 3 I .08.201 8, vie*
was taken that only 'machinery purchased after the issue ofcircular can be considered.'

In a recent development, the IMSC in its 3'd meeting held on 21 .02.2019 had allowed inclusion of
standalone embroidery units for 150% CIS for purchasing Embroidery machines on standalone basis which

till then was only allowed to embroidery machines procured as a part of gannenting production line along

with garment machinery. The IMSC had clarified that this modification will be applicable to the cases

for which loan sanction date is on or {ter 27.02.2019 i.e., the date on which IMSC was held, This was

subsequently notified by the Ministry vide Order dated 06.08.2019.

Meanwhile the Revised Resolution (RR) on ATUFS requires 'Specification of technology for machinery

for all eligible segments to be prescribed annually in advance by the TAMC effective from l" April ofthe
year.'The RR also adds that'lndustry will be at liberty to purchase machinery of their choice conforming

to the specified technology parameters. In such cases, the Technical Committee will verifu those

manufacturers and machinery and if found suitable, propose their inclusion in the indicative list of
manufacturers by the TAMC.'
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As per ATUFS Guidelines dated 29.02.2016, eligible benchmarked machinery will be updated and

specified annually as on I'' April by the TAMC. The Textile Commissioner shall notif, the list of eligible
benchmarked machinery after approval of the TAMC. Machinery with technology levels lower than those

specified under the scheme will not be eligible for subsidy benefits. Further para 4.2.4 of the guidelines

states that 'Eligibility of any other textile machinery not notilied by Textile Commissioner for the
year as on l"iApril may also be included subsequently on the recommendation of TAMC, if
considered essential.'



ln view ofthe above positions, matter of retrospective eligibility was placed before TAMC for deliberation

and clarification on whether machines made eligible by TAMC during the course of ATUFS should be

allowed w.e.f. inception ofthe scheme, date of meeting held or date of notification/issue of circular.

Decision of the TAMC
The following options were discussed:

(i) In view of the scheme guidelines, the TAMC decided that any machine included in the list of
benchmarked machinery after l't April ofthe Financial Year (FY), will be eligible with effect from
l"rApril of the FY in which TAMC meeting ratified / approved the machinery.

Impact: - This will benelit all the eligible beneficiaries who had procured machines of that
technology during that financial year in which the TAMC ratified the machines.

OR

(ii) In view of the schemg guidelines, the TAMC decided that any machine included in the list of
benchmarked machinery after 1" April of the Financial Year (FY), will be eligibte with effect from
date of the TAMC meeting in which the machinery is approved/ratified. Hence, for claims involving
newly included machines, if JIT inspection is held on or after the day of meeting, the machines will
be considered eligible for subsidy under ATUFS. (Proposed in the TAMC)

Impact: - This will benefit all the eligible beneficiaries who had procured machines on or after the

date of TAMC. This will be in line of the decision taken by MoT during 2"d IMSC in allowing
standalone embroidery machines as stated above. However this may deprive those units who had

already procured upgraded version of benchmarked machineries due to the date of holding of
TAMC meeting.

OR

(iiD All newly included machines purchased through commercial invoice dated on or after the

dav of meeting will be considered eligible for subsidy under ATUFS.

It is decided to rel'er the matter to MoT.

Asenda Point No.05: Consideration of Logo und Name of the Brand found on machine plate in
absence of Name of manufacturer under MMS-RRTUFS

As per foot NOTE para III (2) of GR of RRTUFS, "make and year of manufacture of all the eligible

machinery are clearly indicated on machine / name plale attached lo machine", Further as per para no.

4(a) of GR dated 29-02-2016 on RRTaFS, make, year of manufacturer, name of manufactaw and
serial number and MIC numher allocated by TxC should he clearly inscrihed on the machine(s). A
claim has been received under MMS in respect of a unit having installed Circular knitting machine. The

commercial invoice ofthe machine also has the same logo as indicated on machine plate. The photograph

of the machinery shows Logo and Name of Brand i.e. Wild Horse engraved on the machine. However, the

name of the machinery manufacturer is M/s. Nan Sing Machinery Limited, Hong Kong which is not

indicated on the machine/nameplate.
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Impact: - This will benefit all the eligible beneficiaries whose commercial invoice date fall on or
after the date of TAMC. However this may deprive those units who had already procured upgraded

version of benchmarked machineries du€ to the date of holding of TAMC meeting.



Such cases have also been observed under ATUFS where brand name or logo is inscribed on the

machine/name plate instead ofname ol'the manulhcturer which is mandatory as per ATUFS guidelines fbr
all machines procured through commercial invoice dated prior to 02.08.2018. Eligibility ofsuch claims is

to be decided by TAMC.

TAMC decided thxt the manufaclurer should submit a note detailing their branding exercise,
marketing practices and share their authentic logo. The Internal Technical Committee may take a

view on case to case basis considering the explanation submitted by the manufacturer.

Agenda l'oint \o.06 : tiligibilill of singlc ternr loan disbursed into multiple accounts under ATTJFS:

T lre Inatter of two accounts for a single ternr loan first came to tight in the context of loans availed from
SIDBI undel the SMILE scllerne wlrerein SIDBI would create two loan accounts for a single loan; part of
wlrich was sanctioned as a soft loan in the natule ofquasi equity (A/c l) and remaining as a terrn loan on

relatively soft terms (A/c 2). Though the guidelines in force *ere silent on such an arrangement, there were

provisions which required subsidy to be released into the account of the loanee (Para4.6.4,5.1.5,5.4,
6.6.I and 6,6.2 of GR on ATUFS dated 29.12.2016). Since the guidelines mentioned the term 'account', as

a singular entity, these provisions were felt to be irr variarrce with multiple term loan acconnts for a single

tenn loan.

The matter was placed in the 9th meeting of the fAMC which decided that as per ATUFS guidelines,

only one account per bank per project could be considered for ATUFS benefits. By doing so, the

Comrnittee linked eligibility under the scherne to having a single term loan account for the project. Till
then the guidelines only required the subsidy to be released into (one) account ofthe loanee. Hence, single

account \!as an essential condition tbr release ofsubsidy, not tbr determining eligibility of claim.

Subsequently. based on representation fiorn SIDBI. the matter was reviewed in the l4'h TAMC held on 25ir'

September 2019. 'fhe Comrlittee claritled as there is no double benefit involved in the claims wherein

loans are availed under SMILE. such cases should be considered as eligible for subsidy under ATUFS. In
view ofthe above developrrent. it is felt that decision ofthe 9'r'TAMC allowing only orre account per bank

per project lbr ATUFS benefits nay be revierved tbr all lending agencies (other than SIDBI).

f)ecision o heT \I(

During thc discussion it cxme to light that financial expediency, logistical convenience or easier

reconciliation could be the reasons bchind lending agencies opening multiple rccounts for a single

t€rm loan. This was observed in cases u,here machines were imported from different countries or if
both imported and indigenous machines were treing purchased. However, this was not a prevrlent

practice. The matter was deferred to the next meeting of TAMC for considering justification

submitted by lending agencies adopting such arrangements. It was decided till such time the

prevailing decision of the 9'h TAMC will be followed.

Asenda Point No.07: Ill igibility of multiple term loans sanctioned vide single sanction letter for same

pro.iect r

It has been observed in a few instances tl')at unils have availed multiple term loans (Tenn Loan l, 2, 3 and

so on) vide a single sarlction letter for lhe sarme project and claimed subsidy fbr more than one tenn loan in

the UID application. In such cases, total term loan sanctioned is invariably disbursed into multiple accounts
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(corresponding to Term Loan 1, 2, 3 and so on) whereas as per decision of 9'h TAMC, only one account

per bank per project could be considered for ATUFS benefits. The decision is ambiguous about

whether the entire claim should be rejected or if the unit should be allowed to opt for one of the multiple

loans and subsidy calculated accordingly.

During the discussion it came to light that sanction of multiple term loans with different limits and

terms and conditions for a single project, through a single sanction letler, was a common practice.

The TAMC recommended that if the loans were newly sanctioned for purchasing machinery
through a single sanction letter and disbursement against the loans could be established, such claims,
if otherwise in order, could be considered under ATUFS.
The Committee clarified that as per ATUFS guidelines, single account was an essential condition for
release of subsidy. Hence, only one account per bank per project would be considered for
disbursement of subsidy for approved claims.

Agenda Point No.S: Treatment of invoices issued prior to date of sanction of term loan by last bank
in consortium

As per the CR dated 29.02.2016, para no.4.6.2 (ii) under para No.4.6 pertaining to Cut-off date, states that

"ln case of consortium finance, the consortium leader shall assess eligibility of the project under the

scheme for itself and also for other members of the consortium including the amount of term loan

eligible under the scheme. However, in this case the date of sanclion of the term loan shall be the date oJ'

letter of the last lending agency in the consorlium, vide which the sanction of loan is communicated to

the entity".lt seems that, the cut-off date mentioned here is the cut off date for submission ofapplication
for UID (within 6 months from the date of sanction). Further in the Revised Resolution dated

02.08.2018, under Sanction date at para no. 6.2 (ii) it is mentioned that "In case of consortium finance,
date of loan sanction letter of the last lending agency in the consortium shall be the relevant date."

ln certain claims involving consortium finance, it is observed that the invoice date of some machines is

between the sanction dates of the first and last bank. As term loan is sanctioned over an extended period

of time by various lending agencies in a consortium, it is likely that some of the invoices will predate

term loan sanction date of the last bank. Deferring purchase of machine till such time may not be

practical for units applying for subsidy. Hence, eligibility of such machines may be reviewed in tight of
Para 4.2.1 (read along with para 4.7) of ATUFS guidelines dated 29.02.2016 which requires the purchase

date i.e. the date of commercial invoice to be prior to loan sanction date. Corresponding provision in the

Revised Resolution defines purchase date as the date of full and final payment or date of commercial

invoice, whichever is later. However this provision only applies to units which have applied for UID on

or after 02.08.201 8.

4 ,,dI6
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Decision of the TAMC
TAMC was ofthe view that in case ofconsortium finance if invoice date is falling between l't Term
Loan Sanction date and the Last term loan sanction date, then such invoices needs to be

considered as eligible for subsidy claim. This is because it is observed that the tranks in consortium

finance case release the funds only when the first bank's disbursements is utilised. However, the

matter may be taken up at IMSC level for a final decision, since it involves modifications to the

GR.



Agenda Point No.9: Term Loan Communication to the unit is in latter date i.e., the bank manager

signed the letter in the date of first disbursement of Term Loan.

A claim has been scrutinised by the TUFS Cell, Head Office Mumbai and it has been observed that Tamil

Nadu Mercantile Bank has sanctioned the loan to the unit on 21 .09.2015 and no communication was made.

Subsequently, the Bank Manager has signed the sanction letter on 6.7.2016 only and the sanction

communication letter was issued to the Unit only during the lst disbursement i.e., on 6.7.2016. Further,

the date of cornmercial invoice is 08.1.2016. As such, the TUFS Celt, Head Office Mumbai, has decided to

place the matter before the TAMC for decision.

Decision of the TAMC

The Committee decided that no rel2rxation should be provided in such cases,

Asenda Point No.l0: Consideration of imported electronic Jacquard along rvith indigenous

Shuttleless Rapier Looms as complete set for releasing subsidy under MMS-RRTUFS / ATUFS

Certain instances of indigenous machinery manufacturers supplying Shuttleless Rapier Looms fitted with
imported electronic Jacquard have been observed in MMS-RRTUFS/ATUFS. It is a common practice

worldwide for Shuttleless loom manufacturer to outsource production of Electronic Jacquard / Dobby and

assemble the same before selling to final client. Accordingly, in case of foreign manufacturers of
Shuttleless looms like Toyota, Picanol etc., if invoice is raised for Shuttleless looms with Electronic

Jacquard / Dobby, the entire cost is considered eligible for subsidy even though the Electronic Jacquard /
Dobby is manufactured by other manufacturers such as Staubli, Bonus etc.

Hence indigenous looms with imported jacquard may also be considered subject to (i) commercial invoice

specifically mentioning that the supply of shuttleless loom is with Electronic Dobby/Electronic Jacquard

and (ii) the indigenous/imported loom manufacturer is enlisted under ATUFS.

Decision of the TAMC
The Committee deliberated and clarified that such machines (indigenous loom with imported
jacquard/dobby) should be allowed under RRTUFS/ATI.IT'S if it is covered under a single invoice as

no shuttleless machine manufacturer makes its own electronic dobby/jacquard.

Aqenda Point No.11: Short payment/ payment deficit against full & final payment oflnvoice value.

During scrutiny of cases under ATUFS, few cases have been otrserved rvherein the unit has installed and

commissioned the machinery for which the claim is raised but full payment equivalent to the invoice value

is not reflected in the bank statement/payment receipts submitted to JIT. The quantum of amount that is
unpaid to the machinery supplier in all such cases is less than 1% of the invoice value (very meagre). In

isolated cases, the said amount is withheld by the unit as performance guarantee which commence alier the

warranfy period for satisfactory performance of sophisticated machinery for which the claim is raised.

While processing claims, fi-rll and final payment to manufacturer is verified before sanctioning of subsidy

to the unit. This is done to ascertain that the ownership of machinery vests with the unit (lending agency if
hypothecated) and the manufactur€r cannot make any claim on the machine due to non- payment. In the

above instances, though machine is installed, commissioned aad in possession of the unit, full payment

cannot be established (due to meagre unpaid amount).

It is proposed in such cases undertaking from the unit (certified by tending agency) stating that if any

future dispute regarding ownership arises w.r.t machinery, the entire amount of subsidy will be refunded
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with penal interest as per provisions ofGoI may be accepted lbr processing claims. Further, the eligible

subsidy may be worked out after deducting the unpaid amount from the eligible basic cost of machinery.

Decision of the TAMC
The TAMC agreed to the proposal of seeking an undertaking from the unit (certilied by lending
agency since the machine may be hypothecated) stating that entire amount of subsidy will be

refunded with penal interest if any ownership dispute arises for cases involving meagre amounts of
pryment deficit to manufacturer/agent. It has also been decided by the Committee that subsidy
amount shall be actual payment made by the unit to the supplier or subsidy amount mentioned in
UII) whichever is lower.

Aeenda Point No. 12: Eligibility ofclaim when major payment for machinery is done after term loan
sanction but before disbursement of loan (Cases where lending agency reimburses the unit for
amount paid to the machinery supplier.)

In several instances, the lending agency issues sanction letter for purchase of machinery under

ATUFS/RTLfFS/RRTUFS but there is delay in disbursement of loan due to operational formalities on part

ofthe bank or unit. For example, the bank may impose certain conditions with regard to obtaining requisite
permission/approvals or conditions related to collateral security before actual disbursement of loan. At
times, banks may insist that units bring in their own contribution before releasing the loan amount.

Meanwhile, irrespective of loan disbursal schedule. prompt payment becomes crucial when the machinery

is ready for dispatch and the supplier insists on advance payment of more than 50oZ of machine cost (or
total payment) before release ofthe machinery or fbr executing the order. Alternatively, the unit may be in
urgent need of the machines to complete some orders in hand and capitalise on the market situation. In yet

other circumstances, banks may follow the practice of making payment directly to the borrower (instead of
supplier) and seeking end use certificate to establish that funds were used for the purpose for which loan

was sanctioned.

In such cases, the unit arrange for own finances or resort to intemal sources to fund major portion or entire

machine cost and take delivery of the machine. Subsequently, when the requisite permissior/ compliance

w.r.t. conditions is received, the bank disburses the amount due to the unit on reimbursement basis and the

unit recoups the amount (above margin) paid to the manufacturer.

During deliberations, the industry representatives strongly recommended allowing such arrang€ments as

the purpose of technologr upgradation was being served. Since there was sanction of term loan and

subsequent disbursement also, and as GRs on ATUFS/RTUFS/RRTUFS did not specifically disallow such

arrangement. it was proposed that payments made to suppliers from unit's internal sources only (not from
other loans) based on clear understanding of its recoupment by the bank sanctioning term loan on

reimbursement basis may be allowed subject to the fbllowing:-

(l) Lending agency's loan sanctioning authority shall certifu that the total amount of loan (including
the amount reimbursed against the payment to suppliers from the unit's intemal sources) disbursed

from the said loan account ofthe unit was utilised for the purchase ofTUFS eligible assets.

(ll) Submission of documents,bank stalements establishing payment to suppliers from unit's internal

sources

0ll) Claim must meet all other eligibility norms of the guidelines

Decision of the TAMC

The TAMC deliberated and clarilied that GRs on ATUFS/RRTUFS/RTUFS do not disallow such an

arrangement involving reimbursement of loan amount. The Committee decided that as long as the

machines have been purchased after term loan sanction date and it is established that loan amount
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has been availed to fund the machinery, the claim can be considered subject to fulfilm€nt of other

eligibility criteria including (I) and (II) proposed above. Since GRs are silent on the above issue, it is
decided to take up the matter with the MoT.

Eligibilig of claims where nameplate ofauthorised agent and manufacturer are present on machine

As per the GR dated 29.02.2016 , Para 3.1 requires that 'The applicant should ensure that make,

month-/year of manufacture, name of the manufacturer and serial number of all the etigible benchmarked
machinery are clearly indicated on the machine (s).'

Horvever, as per RR dated 02.08.2018. para 10.2.4 states only 'Model number and serial number of
machinery shall be clearly indicated on the machine.' The cut off date for applying the above provision is

if procurement of machinery is on or after 02.08.2018. Hence'Name of manufacturer' being indicated on
machine is not required for machines purchased through invoices issued on or after 02.08.201 8.

For cases where para 3.1 applies, it is proposed that machinery with name plate of both manufacturer and

authorised agent may be accepted. However, machines with name plate indicating only authorised agent

may not be considered since manufacturer of machine cannot be established in such claims.

Decision of the TAMC
The Committee agreed to the proposal that as long as name of machinery manufacturer is available

on the machine, it can be considered eligible under ATUFS.

ADDITIONAL POINTS PLACED IN TAMC WITH PERMISSION OF THE CHAIR:

Additional Asenda noint No.0l : Consideration of Air com pressor without inbuilt Air dryers under

ATUFS

As per ATUFS Annexure MC-l (A-08), (C-10), MC-02 (81), MC-04 (70), the specification of Air
compressor are given as Air Compressor l5 H.P. and above with in-built invertors and air driers. In this

regard, FIASWI vide their letter dated 01.12.2019 requested to consider Air Compressor without inbuilt

Air dryers under ATUFS. The reason quoted by the association is that, inbuilt air dryers have chances of
water (dew) formation in the dried air to be supplied in the Air jet looms or in other processes. Further,

FIASWI has stated that another drawback of inbuilt dryer is &at if the dryer is damaged during operations

then the whole Air compressor needs to be stopped and the production will be halted. The advantages of
placing the air dryer externally are:-

. It increases the efficiency of air compressor by reducing the d€w point (water content) in air for air

dryer
. Allows freedom/flexibility to change/repair only air dryers in case of snags or damage.

The committee decided to consider the Air compressors \ ithout inbuilt driers, Accordingly the

Name ofthe machines with specifications in different segm€nts to be changed as below.
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Asenda Point No. 13

There are cases where machines have been purchased by the unit liom authorised agent where both name
plates of the original manufacturer and agent is present on the machine. In yet other cases, the name plate

only mentions authorised agent and not original manufacturer.

Decision of TAMC :



Annex. S.No Name of the machine with
specifications Existing

Name ofthe machine with specifications -
Revised

I MC 0l -A-8
Air Compressor l5 H.P. and above
with inbuilt invertors and air driers for
Air Jet looms only

Air Compressor l5 H.P. and above with
inbuilt invenors and With or u ithout air
driers for Air Jet looms only

Air Compressor l5 H.P. and above
with in-built inye ors and air driers

Air Compressor l5 H.P, and above with in-
built invertors and With or without air driers

3 MC 02-81
Air compressor l5 H.P. and above
with in-built invertors and air driers

4
Air Compressor l5 H.P. and aboYe
with in-built invertors and air driers

Air Compressor l5 H.P. and above with in-
built invenors and With or without air driersMC 02-70

Additional Asenda point No.02 ; Consideration of RO Plant & Multi stage l're fabricated stecl

evaporator procured from different vendors:

As per ATUFS Amexure MC-02 (09), the specification of Reverse Osmosis is given as Reverse Osmosis,

Nano Filtration, multiple stage prefabricated steel evaporator excluding civil construcdon. In this regard, a

unit belongs to RO-Amritsar has submitted a proposal to consider RO Plant & Multi stage Pre fabricated

steel evaporator procured from different vendors and assembled in the plant. However RO Plant, Nano

filtration & Multi stage Pre fabricated steel evaporator purchased from different vendors were not
accepted by First technical committee due to multi number of invoices.
No\l the unit requested to allow the RO Plant & Multi stage Pre fabricated steel evaporator procured
from different vendors since none of the single manufacturer is manufacturing all the components under
one roof.

TAMC may deliberate and decide the eligibility of such claims.

Decision of TAMC:

Additional Aqenda ooint No. 03: Consideration of Label weaving machine supplied by MEI
International S.R.L, Italy:-

13"' TAMC in its meeting held on 23.02.2019 deliberated that Basic loom with label jacquard machine

procured from same manufacture only will be allowed under ATUFS. However, if woven label

manufacturing attachment is required to b€ provided on standalone basis, it may be considered separatel)

by TAMC on receipt of request from industry / machine manufacturer. ln this regard. M/s. MEI
Intemational S.R.L, Italy has submitted a request to consider their machine stating that "no mtchine
manufacturets are msnufactwing all the auxiliary mflchines, accessoies and components in-house. In
csse of Aiiel looms and rapier looms ptoduced by loom manufacturers, the jacqua , Harness,

Accumulalors etc., are hought-out itents produced by other manufactarers. MEI is buying Airjet /
Rapier looms lrom machinery manufacturu a\ pet the choice of customers, modifying looms suitable

for lahel weaving attaching MEI technologt developed by lhem and rcadying it lor weaving labels. The

Airjet looms and Rapier looms are already under ATUFS and are eligible for subsidy",

Decision of TAMC:

The matter was deferred to next TAMC, Meanwhile, ITC may send a team to examine the

technology and recommending whether it is to be considered as main machine or accessory.
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S.No.

MC 0l -c- r0

Air compressor 15 H.P. and above with in-
built invertors and With or without air driers.

Committee decided to treat RO Plant & Multi stage Pre fabricated steel evaporator as separate
machines and consider the claim if the machines are procured from different vendors. These
machines may be indicated separately in the eligible list of machines for the purpose of issuance and
verification of machine identification code.

I



Additional Agenda Point No.4: Treatment of accessories/spare parts for computing subsidy

In the l4'h TAMC held on 25.09.2019, it was decided that if the machine is supplied with "standard

accessoies and spare parts " then the same mqt be considered as the component of the main machine. In
case other spares /accessories / attachments are procured by the unit withoul claiming separately in UID
application or JIT request, the same shall be deducted to arrive at the basic cost of the eligible machine.

l5% of eligible machinery cost may be considered as the cost of spare parts / optional accessories (i.e., in

terms ofpercentage of basic cost of machinery) to expedite the settlement of claims in case the break up is

not mentioned in the invoice. Accordingly, in many claims, where spare parts/accessories are observed in

the Packing List/Invoice and not separately claimed in UlD, 15% of the eligible machinery cost is being

deducted lbr ariving at eligible subsidy.

However, many machine suppliers are mentioning the ibllowing description in the invoice /packing list /
Performa invoice.

a. Essential spare parts

b. All complete accessories

c. Integral spare parts

d. Necessary spare parts

As machinery manufacturers in different countries / regions use different terminology, it is proposed that

the above terminologies may also be considered as component ofthe main machine for computing subsidy.

In a related matter, despite use of these terminologies in invoices, wide variation is seen in the spare parts

procured for similar/same machinery upon verifring from Packing List. Often spare parts do not appear to

be in the nature of standard supply. It is proposed that spare parts/accessories for major machineries, as

identified by the Technical Committee, may be standardized on line of MMS under RRTUFS for
uniformity.

Decision of TAMC:

The Committee deliberated and decided that in line with decision of l4rh TAMC only 'standard
accessories and spare parts'may be accepted as proper terminology for allowing accessories/spare

parts with main machines. The Committee also emphasized the requirement for standardizing
accessories/spare parts for major machineries and entrusted the task to the Internal Technical
Committee.

Additional Asenda Point No.5 : Consideration of essential / integral attachments procured with the

machinery for improving efliciency, processing specilic / value added products.

Some ofthe units purchasing machinery with essential attachments which are integral parts ofthe main

machinery and for improving the efficiency of the machinery and to process the specific products and

value added products such as

a. Batching motion in Shuttleless looms - to process Denim / Terry fabrics etc.,

b. Stripping attachment in Knitting machines - to process value added products.

c. Lycra attachment in Knitting machines - to process specific / value added products

d. Static eliminator on warp table - to process specific / value added products.

e. Static eliminator on leasing stand - to process specific / value added products.

The eligibitity of the above attachments as integral parts of main machinery under ATUFS may be

discussed and decided by the TAMC.

Sdd:p
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The Committee discussed in detail and clarified that the aboye attachments can be considered as

integral pans of main machine.

Additional Aeenda Point No.6 : Inclusion of High Speed Needle Loom for Narrow Woven Fabrics

Presently, High Speed Needle Loom for Narrow Woven Fabrics is covered under MC-03-C-06 for
Technical Textiles Segment for availing CIS @ l5% but with a rider that since, some of the machinery

eligible for technical textiles can also be used by the other segments ofthe industry; JIT has to verifo and

certiry that the producl manufactured by the unit is a Technical Textile.

In many cases, it is observed that High Speed Needle Loom is installed by the unit on standalone basis.

These units have not claimed themselves to be Technical Textile units nor the fabric manufactured by them

falling under Technical textile category and therefore JIT has not recommended the said cases under

ATUFS. Notwithstanding the above facts, the unit is actually manufacturing a narrow woven fabric on

H.S. Needle Loom but due to above mentioned stipulation, the unit is not eligible under MC-03 (CIS

@15%) and since, the above mentioned machine is also not covered under MC-01, the unit is deprived of
its legitimate CIS @ l0%.

It is therefore observed that the machine i.e. High Speed Needle Loom for Narrow Woven Fabrics may be

considered under MC-01 also so that such units can avail the benefits of CIS @10%.

The eligibility of tbe above under ATUTS may be discussed and decided by the TAMC.

Decision of TAMC:

The Committee discussed in detail and decided to consider the above for including under MC-01.

Addilional Agenda Point No.7 : Matter related to installation of Imported shuttleless loom with
Imported Electronic Jacquard,

Commercial invoice is raised by imported machine manufacturer of Shuttleless Loom rvhich inter-alia
indicates that Shuttleless Loom with Electronic Jacquard. Commercial invoice raised by the Imported
shuttless loom manufacturer mentions say a brand name of Electronic jacquard or JIT has enclosed the

Jacquard photo from which it appears that the Jacquard is supplied by entity who may or may not be

enlisted under ATUFS.

ln this regard, it may not be out of place to mention here that the worldwide, Shuttleless loom

manufacturers are not manufacturing Electronic Dobby and/or Electronic Jacquard and normally out
sourcing the same and in fact like M/s. Staubli, Bonas, Jianngsu, etc are the word wide manufacturer of
these items and the same is also being installed on standalone basis.

Having regard to above position, it is felt that such a combination of the machine may be considered
provided the commercial invoice specifically mention that the supply of shuttleless loom is with Electronic
Dobby/Electronic Jacquard and the indigenous/imported loom manufacturer is enlisted under ATUFS.

The Committee clarified that such an arrangement can be allowed.

Additional Asenda Point No.8 : Consideration of Split warping machine under ATUTS,

TAMC in its meeting held on 25.09.2019 under Agenda No. 14 has updated th€ specification of the

machine listed at MC-01(A)-B-5 as "High speed warping machine for knitting with minimum closed creel

capacity of 60 (in case of Split Warping machines for warp knitting only) and minimum speed of 500
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Mts./lr4in and with seryo motors and Servo amplifiers" to accommodate Split Warping machine for warp

knitting. That means, this modification specification is confined to energy saving machines only and will
not be applicable to other Annexure especially, MC-O1 .

However, it is observed that such a modification may also be considered for the similar machine covered

under MC-O1-C-5 with following specification as most of the Split warping for warp knitting machines are

claimed under this Annexure:

"High speed computerized warping machine for knitting with minimum closed creel capacity of200
in general with minimum speed of 100 Mts./min and with minimum closed creel capacity of 60 in
case of Split warping machines with minimum speed of 500 meters per minute for Warp knitting
machine only "so as to accommodate the same machine.

The committee decided to consider the above specification for inclusion in benchmark technology.

Additional Asenda Point No.9: Decision on nunrber of stitching machines required to qualify as a

Garment Unit.

The IMSC in its 3'd meeting held on 27.02.2019 has allowed inclusion of standalone embroidery units for
l5% CIS for purchasing Embroidery machines on standalone basis which was previously only allowed to
embroidery machines procured as a part ofgarmenting production line along with garment machinery. The
decision is applicable to the cases for which loan sanction date is on or aft.er 27.02.2019.
For claims received prior to this cut off, it has been observed that there are number of units having knitting
and embroidery machinery and very few stitching/garmenting machinery and such units are claiming
subsidy under the garrnent segment. In some units, the number of stitching machines is as less as 7, 10, 4,
etc.

The operational guidelines of the scheme do not specifu the number of stitching machines (including
industrial sewing machines such as single / multi needle lock stitch, flat lock, over lock etc.,) installed by
the unit to quali! as a garment unit. However, under Composite Mill Certificate guidelines, a unit should
have minimum 30 stitching machines to qualiry as a garment manufacturing unit.

Decision of TAMC:

To bave uniformity in policy, it was decided that a unit should have a minimum of 30 stitching
machines to qualify as a garment manufacturing unit. Claims where embroidery machines have been

purchased and which do not fall under the purview of decision taken by 3'd IMSC, will be eligible for
15% CIS only if the unit is a garment manufacturer i.e,. the unit has atleast 30 stitching machines.

Additional Asenda No. 10. Request for inclusion ofNew Textile Machines under ATUF Scheme.

I)ecision of I'ANIC:

The Textile Machinery Manufactures' Association of (lndia) has submitted a request for inclusion of the

following machines manufactured by two oftheir member companies as mentioned below:

a. Carpet Twister and Carpet Cabler

b. Glass Twister:

c. CABLECORDER:
d. TECHNOCORDER:
e. Continuous Yam Bulking & Heat-Setting and Carpet Twister & Carpet Cabler Machines:

As the said machine is already included in A-TUFs as per Circular No. 8 (2018-2019 series the Internal

Technical committee decided that the circular may be amended to include its uses in the production of
various Technical Textiles. Accordingly it was decided to modifu machine name in the circular as "Cable

Corder for various Industrial Uses" instead of "Cable Corder for Tyre Cords"
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The Committee decided to update the name of the machine MC-3 B (3) in the Circular No.8(2018-

2019 series) from "Cable Corder for Tyre Cords" to "Cable Corder for Various Industrial Uses".

Additional Asenda No. ll. : Non submission of proper embassy certificate for enlistment of
man ufacturer under ATUFS

Since the matter has already been taken up by MoT with Ministry ofExternal Affairs, further action
will be taken once reply is received, Till such time, claims will be kept in abeyance until and unless

unit is willing to forgo subsidy amount on account of machinery purchased from non enlisted

manufacturers.

Many claims have been observed under ATUFS where machine annexure no. selected during UID/JIT
request does not correspond to the annexure no. ofthe machine found installed during the time of JIT visit.

Though the machine meets benchmark technology (albeit in a different annexure no.) and there is no

subsidy implication (as subsidy is restricted to UID), nevertheless there is a change in the machine

annexure no.

lnsofar as guidelines dated 29.02.2016 are concemed, the provision of one time correction in UID was

available within a year of issue of UID. This was allowed to cater for scenarios where unit purchases

altemate machines based on market demand and revised projections. The provision could be exercised for
changing machinery subject to subsidy remaining capped at previous amount. However, as per SoP issued

by MoT on 22"d October 2019, one time correction is presently only allowed in unit profile (contact details,

plant address etc).

In addition to one time correction in UID, Format-4 ofprevious guidelines allowed change ofmachinery in

JIT request provided that justification was given for the same. Though the provision was available during

the time of submitting JIT request on iTUFS, it was seen that many a times units would be unaware and

would not exercise the option. The discrepancy in annexure no. would come to light during the time of JIT.

ln such cases, if JIT had recommended the machine (since it met benchmark technology) and the nrachine

belonged to the same segment (implying rate of CIS would remain unchanged), the JIT request would be

retumed to the unit for rectification.

Meanwhile, the Revised Resolution on ATUFS came into effect on 02.08.2018. Para 10.3.3 of the RR

specifically allowed addition/deletion of machinery during the time of JIT request. When iTUFS was

modified in line with RR (on 26th July 2019), the option of returning JIT requests for rectification of
machine annexure no. was disabled. Thereafter, such claims involving change in machine annexure no. are

being dealt on file on case to case basis subject to the following:
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Decision of TAMC:

The Intemal Technical Committee submitted the list of 46 manufactures whose application for enlistments

as Machinery Manufacturers has been kept in abeyance due to want of proper embassy certificate. The

Embassy/Consulate General have not certified but mentioned as "Seen in Embassy/Embassy accepts no

responsibility for the contents ofthe documents".

As decided in the 14'h TAMC meeting this office has taken up the matter with MOT for a decision in the

matter, however reply is yet to be received in the matter.

Decision of TAMC:

Additional Aeenda No. 12: Change in machine annexure number after submission ofJIT request.



(i)
(ii)

The machine actually installed should fall in the same segment as the one claimed in UID.
The machine should be installed, commissioned and should meet the technology

specification ofthe revised annexure no. It should be recommended by the JIT.
Basic cost of machine (falling under different annexure no.) should not exceed the value

mentioned in the UID.
( iii)

The TAMC may deliberate whether change in machine annexure no. is admissible post JIT visit and

decide if such claims can be disposed in a uniform manner.

The TAMC clarified that the extant RR clearly allows for change in machine annexure no. at the
time of JIT request. As the scheme has been under implementation for almost 4 years, no further
relaxation for post facto change should be given to units which fail to exercise this provision at the

time of submitting JIT request in iTUFS.
Horvever, for units which have filed JIT request prior to 26'h July 2019 i,e., the date when iTUFS
was made operational in line with RR, claims involving change in machine annexure no. may be

dealt with on lile subject to the following:
(i) The machine actually installed should fall in the same segment as the one claimed in UID.
(ii) The machine should be installed, commissioned and should meet the technology

specification ofthe revised annexure no. It should be recommended by the JIT.
(iii) Basic cost of machine (falling under different annexure no.) should not exceed the value

mentioned in the UID.
(iv) All other eligibility criteria are met
Additionally, since machines are hypothecated to lending agencies, no objection certificate of the

bank should be obtained w.r.t. change in machine annexure no.

A representation has been received from CITI informing that sometimes machines which are originally
planned to be procured at the time of submitting TUF application are not purchased and instead substituted

by some other machine which is also eligible under TUFS. This is done due to change in planning as better

altematives are available. Such machines are not being allowed by JIT for interest reimbursement or capital

subsidy since the machinery has not been claimed in Rl/R2/RRI/RR2, neither has any rectification been

made by lending agencies in these formats to record change in machine purchased.

During TAMC, Members of Industry Associations requested that units should not be penalised for
flexibility in opting for better alternatives as the machines purchased (vis- a vis those claimed) were still
satisrying benchmark technology. Moreover, there would be no additional subsidy implication as one

machine was being substituted by another and the overall claim was restricted to amount mentjoned in

prescribed format.

The TAMC deliberated and agreed in principle that units should not be penalised for exercising
flexibility and substituting one benchmark machinery for another. However, any such change could
only be admitted if lending agencies, which had earlier verified the machine and certified eligibilit_r'

based on which IR and CS was being released, were to acknowledge and rectify the machine in the
prescribed format @1/R2,RR1/RR2).
The TAMC recommended that conditional upon lending agencies rectifying the machine, one time
change in machinery may be allowed subject lo the following:-
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Decision of TAMC:

Additional Aeenda No. 13: Change in machinery clainred under RTUFS/RRTUFS

Decision of TAMC:



(i) The machine actually installed should fall in the same segment as the one claimed in
RI/R21RRI/RR2.

(iD The machine should be installed, commissioned and should meet benchmark technology
under the scheme.

(iii) Overall committed liability of the account should not exceed amount mentioned in
RI/R2/RR11RR2.
It is decided to refer the matter to the MoT.

* r, ** r, ** r, **rr *,.r( *rr * rt r. r< *r.r.* * * r, * * *:t J. *:t
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LIST OF RECOMMENDED MACHINERY MANUFACTLTRERS /AUTHORISED AGENTS
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1

2 M/S. SPI EQUIPML,NI'S INDIA PVT. LTD., COTMBATORE
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